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Streamwise and spanwise flow pattern over three rounded contour bumps with different flow control
strategies employed have been experimentally investigated in a Mach 1.3 freestream. Surface oil flow
visualisation, Schlieren photography and particle image velocimetry measurements were used for flow
diagnostics. Experimental data showed that in a Mach 1.3 freestream over the baseline plain bump, sig-
nificant flow separation appeared at the bump crest that led to the formation of a large wake region
downstream. In addition, two large counter-rotating spanwise vortices were formed in the bump valley.
It was observed that the use of the passive by-pass blowing jet in the bump valley showed no obvious
effects in reducing the sizes of both the wake region and the spanwise vortices in the bump valley. In con-
trast, it was found that the size of the wake region and the spanwise vortices could be reduced by blowing
sonic jet in the bump valley. This approach of flow control found to be the most effective when the total
pressure of the blowing jet was 2 bar. It is deduced that the active blowing jet hindered the formation of
the spanwise vortices in the bump valley as well as deflected the shear layer downwards so that a smaller
re-circulating bubble was formed downstream of the bump crest.
 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
In recent years, a number of studies have been conducted to
investigate the potential of implementing rounded contour bumps
into aerofoils or aircraft wings in attempt to achieve wave drag
reduction in transonic aircraft [1–5]. It was estimated that about
5–15% of wave drag reduction could be achieved in a transonic air-
craft with rounded contour bumps installed on to its wing surfaces
[1–5]. Although promising results have been obtained from these
studies, surprisingly, the underlying flow physics of rounded con-
tour bumps is less well understood in both subsonic and super-
sonic flow regimes. Understanding the flow physics of rounded
contour bumps is important as Konig et al. [2,3], Lo et al. [6], Bruce
and Colliss [7] and Colliss et al. [8] have shown that unfavourable
flow features like large spanwise counter-rotating vortices and
three-dimensional vortical structures could form in the bump val-
ley due to the appearance of flow separation at the bump crest. The
presence of these unfavourable flow features and the occurrence of
flow separation in the bump crest increase the pressure drag
encountered by the contour bumps. Therefore, the drag reduction
gained by installing contour bumps on to the wings could be par-tially or completely outweighed by the increase in the pressure
drag encountered by the aircraft.
In subsonic flow, one of the earliest studies to investigate the
flow physics of three-dimensional rounded contour bumps was
conducted by Byun et al. [9]. The authors concluded that, in gen-
eral, some large-scale three-dimensional vortical structures were
observed downstream of the bump crest. In addition, spanwise,
counter-rotating vortices were formed in the valley of the contour
bumps. The authors indicated that the size and number of these
spanwise vortex pairs that appear in the bump valley are functions
of the length-to-width and length-to-height ratio of the rounded
contour bumps [9]. Recently, Yakeno et al. [10] numerically inves-
tigated the problem of laminar flow over a two-dimensional
rounded contour bump in subsonic freestream. The authors in
[10] observed that the appearance of flow separation in the bump
crest leads to the formation of large-scale three-dimensional vorti-
cal structures in the bump valley. In fact, similar vortical structures
were also noticed by Iaccarino et al. [11] when a fully turbulent
subsonic freestream was used. Moreover, the authors in [10,11]
concluded that the size and shape of these vortical structures are
flow Reynolds number dependent. In general, long and wide vorti-
cal structures were formed in laminar flow while shorter and nar-
rower vortices appeared in turbulent flow.
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able in the literatures to describe the physics of rounded-contour
bump flow. The numerical study conducted by Svensson [12]
was one of the studies to consider the streamwise and spanwise
flow pattern over three-dimensional rounded contour bumps and
their applicability in Diverterless Supersonic Inlets (DSI). Both sub-
sonic and supersonic freestream were considered and a range of
three-dimensional rounded contour bumps with different length-
to-width and length-to-height ratios were used in this numerical
study [12]. Similar to the findings mentioned in [6,9–11], the
author in [12] observed that spanwise vortices were formed in
the bump valley. Also, flow separation and hence, three-
dimensional vortical structures were observed at the bump crest
and the bump valley in nearly all bump geometries being studied
[12]. The author concluded that for a three-dimensional rounded
contour bump with a given width-to-apex height ratio, the sizes
of the wake region that present downstream of the bump crest
and the spanwise vortex pairs that formed in the bump valley
increase with increasing the freestreamMach number (M1) in sub-
sonic flow regime (i.e. M1 < 1). In contrast, the sizes of the span-
wise vortices and the wake region decrease with increasing the
freestream Mach number (M1) when the freestream is supersonic
(i.e. M1 > 1) [12]. In fact, a similar conclusion was also drawn by Lo
[13] when the author compared the flow pattern over a rounded
contour bump in both Mach 1.3 and 1.9 freestream.
Lo [13] and Lo et al. [6,14] experimentally investigated the flow
pattern over a three-dimensional rounded contour bump in a Mach
1.9 supersonic freestream. Experimental data shown in [6,13,14]
confirmed the presence of the spanwise vortices and the wake
region downstream of the bump crest as mentioned by Svensson
in [12]. The authors in [14] proposed that the formation of the
spanwise vortices was caused by the presence of the low pressure
zones in the bump valley as a result of the flow separation. These
low pressure zones attracted the flow around the bump from the
two sides to move into and circulated in the bump valley that
eventually led to the formation of the spanwise vortices. Interest-
ingly, Lo [13] and Lo et al. [6,14] showed that the flow pattern
downstream of the bump crest could be effectively altered by
blowing sonic jet in the bump valley. The data shown in these
studies [6,13,14] showed that the blowing sonic jet in the bump
valley could effectively reduce the size of the wake region that pre-
sented downstream of the bump crest of a rounded contour bump.
In addition, the blowing sonic jet also distorted and hindered the
formation of the spanwise vortices in the bump valley. The authors
in [14] concluded that this approach of flow control is particularly
effective when high total pressure jet was used. In fact, similar
effect of spanwise vortices distortion caused by injected jet in
the leeward side of an object in supersonic freestream was also
reported by Koike et al. [15], Zobkov et al. [16] and Kontis and Stol-
lery [17] using a micro-ramp and a rounded flying object,
respectively.
In should be noted that previous studies shown in [18–21]
showed that wave drag reduction in airfoils, aircraft wings and
inlet could be achieved by jet blowing alone in transonic free-
stream. However, using jet blowing alone in achieving wave drag
reduction is not ideal as high volume of pressurised air is required
for this purpose. This, in turn, means that significant amount of
energy is required to drive the pump for generating pressurised
air to achieve drag reduction in an airfoil or aircraft wing. In addi-
tion, to generate such a volume of compressed air required the use
and installation of large-sized pumps and settling chambers in the
aircraft. This significantly increases the weight of the aircraft and
this explains why using active blowing jet alone is not an ideal
solution to achieve wave drag reduction in transonic aircraft. The
idea of combining rounded contour bump with active blowing jet
(or combining micro-ramp with active blowing jet in the studyconducted by Koike et al. [15]) seems to be able to provide an
intermediate solution to this problem. This is because in this case
the contour bumps (which is a passive flow control device and
required no energy input) split the normal shock wave into a or
a series of lambda shock wave structures on the wing surfaces in
order to achieve wave drag reduction. The injected jet here is used
to reduce the extent of flow separation that appears downstream
of the bump crest so that maximum gain in drag reduction could
be achieved. It is deduced that the volume of pressurised gas
required in this case is considerably smaller than that required
when using active blowing jet alone to achieve drag reduction on
transonic aircraft wings.
The objectives of the present experimental studies have three
folds. The primary objective is to extend the study conducted by
Lo et al. [14] using a Mach 1.3 freestream in order to improve
our understanding of the flow physics of three-dimensional
rounded contour bumps in a lower supersonic speed. The Mach
1.3 freestream was used in order to simulate the flow conditions
over the upper surface of the transonic aircraft wings. The second
objective of this study is to investigate the effects of sonic jet blow-
ing in suppressing the formation of the spanwise vortices in the
bump valley as well as the wake region downstream of the bump
crest of a three-dimensional rounded contour bump in a Mach 1.3
freestream. The data collected from this study are compared to
those shown in [14] in order to investigate the similarity and dis-
crepancy of the flow features that formed over the surface of the
rounded contour bump in these two freestream speeds. The third
objective of the present study is to introduce and investigate the
flow pattern over a three-dimensional rounded contour bump with
passive by-pass jet employed as the flow control strategy. It is clear
in [6,14–16] that flow separation control could be effectively
achieved by blowing active jet in the leeward side of a test model.
However, it is unclear that could the same flow control effects also
be provided by a passive jet, generated by diverting some flow
from the windward to the leeward side of a bump. The data
obtained in this study could assist the design of three-
dimensional rounded contour bumps so that they could be suc-
cessfully applied to transonic aircraft for the purpose of wave drag
reduction.2. Experimental setup
2.1. Supersonic wind tunnel
Experiments in the present study were conducted using an
intermittent in-draft supersonic wind tunnel. A schematic of this
wind tunnel facility is shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding sys-
tem diagram is presented in Fig. 2. The same wind tunnel was also
used in a number of supersonic cavity [21–23] and contour bump
flow related studies [6,13,14,25–27]. The wind tunnel has a
rectangular-shaped test section with dimensions of 485.5 mm
(length)  150 mm (width)  216 mm (height). Optical access is
achieved through the two side windows and the ceiling mounted
top windows. All of these windows are made of quartz.
The required Mach 1.3 supersonic freestream was generated by
flow expansion through a pair of convergent-divergent nozzles sit-
uated upstream of the wind tunnel test section. The inlet of the
supersonic wind tunnel is at atmospheric pressure. During wind
tunnel operations, the static pressure (P) of the wind tunnel test
section is P = 35.84 kPa and the corresponding static temperature
(T) is T = 203.79 K. The flow Reynolds number per unit length
(Re/L) is Re/L = 12.11  106. The contour bump model was
mounted on the floor along the centreline of the supersonic wind
tunnel. It was situated at 82.5 mm downstream of the beginning
of the wind tunnel test section. The wind tunnel has a stable run
Fig. 1. Schematic of the supersonic wind tunnel used.
Fig. 2. System diagram of the supersonic wind tunnel used in the present study.
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tions, the variation of the freestream Mach number (M1) within
the wind tunnel test section is about M1 = 1.3 ± 0.1 [24].
The flow velocity profile in the wind tunnel test section mea-
sured at the location 5 mm upstream where the front end of the
contour bump was situated is shown in Fig. 3.
The boundary layer profile measurement was conducted using a
pitot rig which has ten pitot probes incorporated into it. The rear
end of each pitot probe was connected to a Kulite XT-190M pres-
sure transducer via a flexible tube. Voltage signals generated by
the pressure transducers were captured by a National Instruments
(NI) NI USB-6259 Data Acquisition (DAQ) system at a sampling rate
of 20 kHz over a sampling period of 10 s. The measurement was
repeated five times and the data collected were averaged for con-
structing Fig. 3.
From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the boundary layer thickness,
calculated based on 99% freestream velocity (d99), is about
d99 = 14.9 mm. This means that the contour bump models used in
the present study were submerged in the boundary layer during
the wind tunnel experiments. The corresponding displacement
(d⁄) and momentum thickness (h) of the boundary layer are
d⁄ = 4.54 mm and h = 2.57 mm. This yields a shape factor (H),
defined as H = d⁄/h, of 1.77. Since the contour bump is submerged
within the boundary layer of the incoming flow, the flow over
the contour bump is not entirely supersonic. Based on the static
temperature of 203.79 K in the wind tunnel test section, the speed
of sound (a1) is equal to a1 = 286 ms1. A sonic line which is situ-
ated at 7.6 mm above the floor level of the wind tunnel test section
is shown in Fig. 3 to divide the flow into the subsonic and super-
sonic regions. To be exact, the incoming flow below the sonic line
is subsonic and above which is supersonic.2.2. Rounded contour bump models
In total, three rounded contour bump models, known as the
plain bump, the passive jet bump and the active jet bump, were
used. The geometry and dimensions of these contour bumpmodels
are identical. The dimensions of these contour bumps are 75 mm
(length)  50 mm (width)  10 mm (crest height). The general
geometry of these contour bump models is shown in Fig. 4. It
should be noted that the same contour bump geometry was also
employed by Qin et al. [4], Wong et al. [5] and very recently Lo
et al. [14] and Zare-Behtash et al. [27].
Although these three rounded contour bump models have the
same general geometry, different flow control strategies were
incorporated into these models. The Computer Aided Design
(CAD) models of the plain bump, the passive jet bump and the
active jet bump are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c), respectively. In the plain
bump, no flow control device is incorporated into it as seen in Fig. 5
(a). In the passive jet bump (Fig. 5(b)), passive by-pass jet (i.e.
diverting part of the flow from the front surface of the bump to
the bump valley) is used as the flow control strategy. The front
ramp-shaped surface and the valley of the passive jet bump are
connected by three 1 mm diameter circular-shaped channels.
These channels locate at 5 mm below the bump crest and one of
these three channels is located along the centreline of the bump
while the other two are located 3 mm away from the centreline
at the two sides. Similar concept was applied to the active jet bump
(Fig. 5(c)) although the continuous blowing jet in the bump valley
was generated using compressed air. Three 2 mm diameter jet ori-
fices, aligned at 45 degrees with respect to the transverse direction,
are situated in the bump valley 5 mm below the bump crest. One of
these three jet orifices is located at the centreline of the bump
Fig. 3. Flow velocity profile measured at 5 mm upstream of the front end of the contour bump.
Fig. 4. General geometry of the rounded contour bump used. (a) Side view and (b) front view of the model.
Fig. 5. Schematic of the three rounded contour bumps used. (a) Plain bump, (b) passive jet bump and (c) active jet bump.
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the two sides. Pressurised air with total pressure ranging from 0
(i.e. no jet) to 4 bar were injected into the cross-flow freestream
through the three jet orifices. Since the outlets of these three jet
orifices are converging and the static pressure inside the wind tun-
nel test section during the wind tunnel operation is around
0.36 bar, therefore, choked flow (i.e. sonic jet) is obtained at the
outlets of the three jet orifices when the total pressure of the
injected jet is set to 1 bar or above.
3. Flow diagnostics
3.1. Surface oil flow visualisation
Surface oil flow visualisation was used to examine the spanwise
flow pattern over the surface of the three rounded contour bump
models. The experimental setup used in the present study was
identical to the set up employed in [6,13,14,26,28] and therefore,
only a brief description is provided here. An in-house developed
fluorescent oil was used as the dye in the surface oil flow visuali-sation experiments. It should be noted that same type of fluores-
cent oil was also used in [14,26]. This oil formulation has been
proven to be able to follow the flow streaklines accurately in both
Mach 1.3 and 1.9 supersonic freestream [14,26]. Three colours of
fluorescent oil was used so that the effects of flow mixing in the
flow field could be visualised easily. The fluorescent oil was applied
100 mm upstream of the front of the contour bump model using
pipettes.
Uniform illumination to the wind tunnel test section was
achieved using a pair of Ultra-Violet (UV) Light Emitting Diode
(LED) panels place at the two sides of the wind tunnel test section.
The same pair of UV LED panels was also employed in [14,23,29–
37]. In order to increase the level of contrast, the contour bump
models were first sprayed with five layers of matt black acyclic
paint prior to the experiments. Instantaneous oil streaks left on
the model surface was captured continuously during wind-on con-
dition using a Cannon EOS600D Single Lens Reflection (SLR) cam-
era. The camera was mounted on the ceiling of the wind tunnel
test section. The shutter speed, ISO speed and the aperture size
of the camera were set to 1/4000 s, ISO400 and F11, respectively.
Table 1
Estimated uncertainty in the shear layer and jet
induced shock angle measurements.
Measurements Uncertainty
Shear layer angle ±1.0
Jet induced shock angle ±1.5
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Topler’s z-type high-speed monochrome Schlieren photography
technique was used to capture the streamwise flow pattern over
the contour bump models in the Mach 1.3 freestream. It should
be noted that the setup of the Schlieren system employed in this
study was identical to the set up used in [14,26–29,38–40,41].
The high-speed Schlieren system used was composed of a 450 W
continuous Xenon arc-lamp light source, manufactured by New-
port (Model No.: 66924), a focusing lens, a 2 mm wide slit, a hori-
zontal knife edge, a set of Hoya 49 mm diameter close-up lens, and
a pair of parabolic mirrors. The diameter and focal length of each
mirror are 203.2 mm and 2088 mm, respectively. A Photron Fas-
tCam SA1.1 monochrome high-speed camera was used to capture
the streamwise flow pattern in the Schlieren photography experi-
ments. The frame rate of the camera was set to 5000 frames per
second with the corresponding resolution equal to 1024 pix-
els  1024 pixels. In order to capture the unsteadiness effects in
the flow field, the exposure time of the camera was set to 1 ls.
The record time of the camera was about 2 s in each test and the
images captured were stored in a Windows-based personal com-
puter. It should be noted that in this study, the averaged shear
layer and jet induced shock angles were measured and averaged
from 200 instantaneous Schlieren images. The uncertainty of these
angle measurements were quantified using statistical approach
and tabulated in Table 1.
3.3. Two-component time-averaged particle image velocimetry (PIV)
measurements
Time-averaged velocity information in the flow field was mea-
sured using the two-component Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
technique. The experimental setup employed was identical to the
setup shown in [14,23] and therefore, only a brief description is
given here. The wind tunnel test section was illuminated by a
Litron Nano L-series, Nd:YAG Model LPU550 Q-switched double-
pulsed laser with maximum pulse energy output, repetition rate,
laser pulse wavelength and pulse width of 200 mJ, 15 Hz, 532 nm
and 4 ns, respectively. The laser beam was delivered to the ceiling
of wind tunnel test section via a movable laser guide arm. A set of
optics was mounted at the end of the laser guide arm to expand the
laser beam into a thin laser sheet with thickness of approximately
0.8 mm. This thin laser sheet illuminated along the centreline of
the wind tunnel test section. A time delay (Dt) of 0.8 ls between
the two laser pulses (t) was used in the PIV experiments. It was cal-
culated based on the analytically predicted freestream velocity of
the Mach 1.3 freestream and the interrogation window size used
in the PIV measurements. Through this arrangement, the seeder
particle movement between two consecutive frames was 4 pixels.
Olive oil particles with density of 911 kg/m3 and average parti-
cle size of 1 lm were used as the seeder particles. These particles
were generated and delivered to the inlet of the supersonic wind
tunnel by a TSI Model 9307 oil droplet generator with an aerosol
flow rate of 30 L per minute. The Stokes number (Stk) of the seeder
particles was Stk = 0.022 which ensured that the particles could
follow the flow streamlines accurately. It should be noted that
olive oil particles instead of solid seeder particles were used in
the present study because of two safety related concerns. Firstly,
the vacuum pump used for vacuuming the vacuum tank in this
study could not handle solid particles. Therefore, potential
mechanical damages to the vacuum pump may be induced if solid
seeder particles are used in the PIV experiments. Secondly, the
supersonic wind tunnel used in the present study has a consider-
ably large test and inlet sections. Therefore, using solid seeder par-
ticles can lead to high concentration of solid powder beingaccumulated in both the inlet and the test section of the supersonic
wind tunnel which can potentially causing the occurrence of dust
explosion. Due to these two reasons, olive oil particles were used
to replace solid particles as the seeder particles in the PIV measure-
ment of the present study.
The scattered light from the seeder particles was captured by a
LaVision Imager Pro X 2M CCD camera which viewed the laser
sheet orthogonally. The camera used has a maximum resolution
of 1600 pixels  1200 pixels corresponding to a viewing area of
143 mm (length)  107 mm (height). A Nikon 28–82 mm zoom
lens was mounted on the camera and its aperture was set to
F2.8. A 532 nm narrow band-pass filter was placed in front of the
lens to minimise the background noise effects. The PIV measure-
ments were repeated multiple times per contour bump model in
order to ensure that the time-averaged vector field was con-
structed by averaging at least 300 pairs of images. The recorded
images were stored in a Windows-based workstation and process
through cross-correlation algorithm using the software Davis 7.2.
The recorded images were first divided into a number of 64 pix-
els  64 pixels (i.e. 5.7 mm  5.7 mm) interrogation windows and
two passes of cross-correlation were conducted. Afterwards, the
interrogation window size was refined to 32 pixels  32 pixels
(i.e. 2.9 mm  2.9 mm) and another three passes of cross-
correlation were conducted. This multi-passes approach could
improve the accuracy of the vector field that resolved through
the cross-relation algorithm [14,23]. In addition, a 50% of overlap-
ping between two neighbour interrogation windows was used for
both stages of vector processing. This approach could reduce the
number of spurious vectors appeared in the processed vector field
[14,23].
Uncertainty of the PIV measurements was quantified using the
method documented in Lusk [42] and Lusk et al. [43,44]. Noting
that the Stokes number (Stk) of the seeder particles was
Stk = 0.022 and the maximum turbulent intensity in the flow field
was about 8% [13]. Since at least 600 images were used to con-
struct the time-average vector field and using a 95% confidence
interval, the corresponding overall uncertainty of the PIV measure-
ments is 6.3%.4. Results and discussion
4.1. Surface oil flow visualisation
The spanwise flow pattern along various contour bump models
obtained from the surface oil flow visualisation experiments is
shown in Fig. 6. The baseline spanwise flow pattern could be
observed from Fig. 6(a) when the Mach 1.3 freestream is flown
over the baseline plain bump. From Fig. 6(a) it can be seen that
when the flow reached the front of the plain bump, the flow was
deflected by the ramp-shaped front surface of the plain bump to
move along and around the bump. The flow that moved along
the front surface of the plain bump eventually reached the bump
crest. A separation line (S.L.) is shown in the bump crest which
indicates flow separation begins there. The occurrence of the flow
separation is caused by the presence of an adverse pressure gradi-
ent where the subsonic flow decelerates continuously along the
Fig. 6. Spanwise flow pattern along various contour bump models. (a) Plain bump, (b) passive jet bump and (c) to (f) active jet bump with 0 (i.e. no jet), 1, 2 and 4 bar total
pressure sonic jet blowing in the bump valley, respectively.
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wake region is formed in the bump valley. This low pressure wake
region attracts the flow from the two sides of the bump to moveinto and circulates in the bump valley. This is evidenced by the
presence of the orange colour oil streaks in the bump valley which
indicated that the flowmoves along the bump (i.e. the green colour
234 K.H. Lo, K. Kontis / Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science 80 (2017) 228–243oil streaks) is mixed with the flow from the two sides (i.e. the red1
colour oil streaks) as seen in Fig. 6(a). The circulating flow in the
bump valley leads to the formation of a large pair of counter-
rotating spanwise vortices (V.P.). These spanwise vortices propagate
downstream and hence, a pair of vortex trials (V.T.) is left behind the
rear end of the plain bump.
Fig. 6(b) shows the spanwise flow pattern along the passive jet
bump. Similar to the plain bump, the flow is deflected by the front
surface of the bump to move along and sideways. However, from
Fig. 6(b), it is clear that three thick lines (F.D.) appear in the middle
of the ramp-shaped front surface of the passive jet bump. These
oil-free regions are formed because of the three passive by-pass
jet orifices that present at the bump front surface disturbs the
incoming flow. Similar to the plain bump, a separation line (S.L.)
appears at the bump crest of the passive jet bump which indicates
flow separation begins there. However, the separation line that
appears in the bump crest of the passive jet bump (Fig. 6(b)) is
slightly thicker than that of the plain bump (Fig. 6(a)). This might
indicate that flow separation begins slightly earlier in the passive
jet bump than that occurs in the plain bump. Downstream of the
bump crest, from Fig. 6(b), it can be seen that a pair of spanwise
vortices is formed in the valley of the passive jet bump. Compare
to the vortex pairs that appear in the valley of the plain bump
(Fig. 6(a)) and the passive jet bump (Fig. 6(b)), it is clear that the
size of these vortices is similar although the two vortices in the
passive jet bump are more diffused. This implies that the flow that
diverted from the front to the valley of the passive jet bump dis-
torts the spanwise vortices in the bump valley. These spanwise
vortices propagate downstream and therefore, a pair of vortex trial
is left downstream of the passive jet bump.
In the case of the active jet bump with no jet is blowing in the
bump valley (Fig. 6(c)), the general spanwise flow pattern along
the bump is resemble to that along the plain bump (Fig. 6(a)).
The size of the spanwise vortices (V.P.) and the width of the vortex
trails (V.T.) in these two cases are similar. These indicate that the
three jet orifices that present in the valley of the active jet bump
did not induce any significant flow perturbation downstream of
the bump crest. It should be noted here that the flow pattern
shown in Fig. 6(c) is similar to the result shown in [14] when a
Mach 1.9 supersonic freestream is used. However, the two span-
wise vortices that formed in the bump valley in the present case
(Fig. 6(c)) are larger than those shown in [14]. This finding is
agreed with the conclusions drawn by Svenson [12] and Lo [13]
about the effects of the freestream Mach number in affecting the
spanwise flow pattern along various rounded contour bumps.
Changes start to appear when steady and continuous sonic jet is
blowing in the valley of the active jet bump. Fig. 6(d) shows the
spanwise flow pattern of the active jet bump with 1 bar total pres-
sure jet blowing in the bump valley. From Fig. 6(d), it can be seen
that the flow pattern upstream of the bump crest remains similar
to that appears in the plain bump (Fig. 6(a)) and the active jet
bump without jet blowing (Fig. 6(c)). A separation line (S.L.) is still
presented at the bump crest although the thickness of the separa-
tion line in this case (Fig. 6(d)) is thinner than that of the plain
bump (Fig. 6(a)). This indicates that the continuous blowing jet
in the bump valley might exert certain effects in affecting the
extent of flow separation downstream of the bump crest of the
active jet bump. In the bump valley, from Fig. 6(d), it can be seen
that two distorted spanwise vortices (V.P.) are formed. The size
of these two vortices is slightly smaller than that of the plain bump
(Fig. 6(a)). The appearance of smaller and more distorted spanwise
vortices in the valley of the active jet bump in this case indicates1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 6, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.that the continuous blowing jet hinders their formation. In fact,
similar conclusion was also drawn by Lo et al. [14] using a Mach
1.9 freestream. Downstream of the rear end of the active jet bump,
two vortex trails (V.T.) are shown in Fig. 6(d). However, the width
of these two vortex trails is slightly narrower than those shown in
the baseline plain bump. This indicates that the blowing jet in the
bump valley not only reduces the size and strength of the spanwise
vortices but also changing their propagation characteristics.
More dramatic changes occur downstream of the bump crest of
the active jet bump when the blowing jet total pressure is
increased to 2 bar. From Fig. 6(e), it can be seen that the two span-
wise vortices (V.P.) that formed in the bump valley become highly
diffused and their vortex cores cannot be located. In addition, the
two spanwise vortices are much smaller in the present case com-
pared to those shown in the valley of the plain bump (Fig. 6(a)).
Moreover, in the present case (Fig. 6(e)), the two spanwise vortices
in the bump valley moved upwards and towards the two sides of
the bump valley due to the effects induced by the injected jet. In
fact, similar vortex distortion and movement were also reported
by Lo et al. [14] using a Mach 1.9 freestream although the flow fea-
tures that shown in the bump valley in these two freestream
speeds are considerably different. These differences are believed
to be caused by various flow conditions in terms of the freestream
Mach number and flow Reynolds number were employed in [14].
Similar to the case when 1 bar jet is blowing in the bump valley
(Fig. 6(d)), a pair of vortex trails (V.T.) is left behind the rear end
of the active jet bump in the present case. However, it can be
clearly seen in Fig. 6(e) that these two vortex trails are much nar-
rower than those shown behind the plain bump (Fig. 6(a)). This
finding further confirms that the blowing jet in the bump valley
could affect the propagation of the spanwise vortices downstream
of the bump valley. Finally, when the total pressure of the blowing
jet is increased to 4 bar (Fig. 6(f)) the spanwise flow pattern along
the active jet bump remains similar to that when the jet total pres-
sure is 2 bar (Fig. 6(e)). Interestingly, the two spanwise vortices (V.
P.) that formed in the bump valley in the present case become
slightly wider than those shown when 2 bar total pressure jet
was used. However similar width of the vortex trails (V.T.) and
thickness of the separation line (S.L.) are observed in these two
cases.
To conclude, it is clear from previous discussion that the blow-
ing jet in the bump valley could distort and reduce the size of the
spanwise vortices that formed in the bump valley. These effects are
particularly obvious when the total pressure of the jet is at 2 and
4 bar. It is deduced that the continuous blowing jet increases the
pressure level locally around the centre portion of the bump valley.
Therefore, a smaller low pressure zone is formed in the bump val-
ley. As a result, less flow from the two side of the rounded contour
bump could move and circulate in the bump valley when jet blow-
ing is employed. Therefore, the resulting spanwise vortices that
formed in the bump valley become smaller and more distorted. It
is deduced that the area influenced by the blowing jet in the bump
valley increases with increasing the total pressure of the injected
jet. To be exact, the area that available for the formation of the
spanwise vortices becomes progressively smaller when the total
pressure of the blowing jet increases. This explains why, in general,
the size of the spanwise vortex pair becomes progressively smaller
with increasing jet total pressure of the injected jet in the valley of
the active jet bump.
4.2. Schlieren photography
The streamwise flow pattern along various contour bump mod-
els being studied is shown in Fig. 7 in the form of Schlieren photog-
raphy images. The baseline streamwise flow pattern over the plain
bump is shown in Fig. 7(a). When the Mach 1.3 freestream reaches
Fig. 7. Streamwise flow pattern along various contour bumpmodels in the form of the Schlieren photography images. (a) Plain bump, (b) passive jet bump and (c) to (f) active
jet bump with 0 (i.e. no jet), 1, 2 and 4 bar total pressure sonic jet blowing in the bump valley, respectively.
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formed at the beginning of the bump due to the flow compression
effect induced by the ramp-shape front surface. From Fig. 7(a), it is
clear that these compression waves are weak in strength as they
could only barely be seen in the Schlieren image. Across the com-
pression waves, the flow moves along the front face of the plain
bump and reaches the bump crest. The flow is accelerated and
expanded by a series of expansion waves (E.W.) that presented
there. Therefore, a favourable pressure gradient is presented
around the bump crest.
However, flow separation occurs downstream of the bump crest
due to the rapid change in the bump geometry and the presence of
an adverse pressure gradient along the bump valley. This is evi-
denced by the presence of a shear layer (S.L.) immediately down-
stream of the bump crest. The presence of the adverse pressuregradient along the bump valley is because the contour bump is
submerged within the boundary layer. The flow in the boundary
layer below 7.6 mm in height is subsonic as indicated in Fig. 3.
Since the bump valley is concave in shape, the subsonic flow
downstream of the bump crest is compressed and decelerated con-
tinuously along the valley of the plain bump. This results in the for-
mation of an adverse pressure gradient along the bump valley and
leads to the occurrence of flow separation [9]. Finally, at the rear
end of the plain bump, the reattached shock (R.S.) appears and
across which the flow becomes parallel to the freestream.
In addition to the flow structures and shock waves already
mentioned, several weak shock waves known as the weak wall
shock (W.S.) are emanating from the top wall of the wind tunnel
test section. The formation of these shock waves was caused by
the presence of some small gaps between the supersonic nozzle
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dow frame as well as between the top window and the window
frame at the wind tunnel test section. Measures have been made
in attempt to reduce the adverse effects caused by these small gaps
although they could not be completely sealed. As a result, several
weak wall shock waves were formed and emanating from the
top wall of the wind tunnel test section. However, the strength
of these wall shock waves is considerably weak. Therefore, it is
believed that their existence should not induce significant effects
in affecting the flow properties in the wind tunnel test section
and could be ignored.
The streamwise flow pattern over the passive jet bump is
shown in Fig. 7(b). From Fig. 7(b), it can be seen that the general
streamwise flow pattern over the passive jet bump is similar to
that shown over the plain bump (Fig. 7(a)), featured with the pres-
ence of the compression waves (C.W.) at the bump front as well as
the expansion waves (E.W.) and shear layer (S.L.) at the bump
crest. The only observable difference in the streamwise flow pat-
tern between these two bumps is that the reattachment shock
(R.S.) that formed at the rear end of the passive jet bump is weaker
than that of the plain bump (Fig. 7(a)). In the case of the active jet
bump with no jet blowing in the bump valley, the streamwise flow
pattern over the bump as seen in Fig. 7(c) is very similar to that of
the plain bump (Fig. 7(a)). This is expected as when no jet is blow-
ing in the bump valley, the active jet bump is identical to the plain
bump. Therefore, the flow pattern over these two contour bumps
should be very similar which can be confirmed by observing the
streamwise flow pattern over the plain bump and the active jet
bump with no jet blowing in Fig. 7(a) and (c), respectively.
Changes in the streamwise flow pattern start to appear when
the steady sonic jet is blowing in the valley of the active jet bump.
When the blowing jet total pressure is 1 bar (Fig. 7(d)), upstream of
the bump crest the flow features that presented remain similar to
those shown in the plain bump (Fig. 7(a)). However at the bump
crest, although the expansion waves (E.W.) and the shear layer
(S.L.) are still presented there, it is clear that the shear layer is thin-
ner in the active jet bump with 1 bar total pressure jet blowing
compared to that shown in the baseline plain bump (Fig. 7(a)). In
addition, from Fig. 7(d), it can be seen that the shear layer is point-
ing more downwards in the present case compared to the shear
layer that shown in the plain bump (Fig. 7(a)) and the active jet
bump without jet blowing (Fig. 7(c)). This finding indicates that
the injected jet in the bump valley could deflect the shear layer
downwards. To be exact, the blowing jet seems to exert effect in
changing the size of the wake region that formed downstream of
the bump crest. In fact, these findings can be proven when the
PIV data are shown in the later Section 4.3. In the bump valley,
an additional shock wave known as the jet induced shock (J.S.)
can be observed from Fig. 7(d). This jet induced shock is formed
immediately upstream of the three jet orifices in the bump valley
and its formation is due to the ramping effect induced by the
injected sonic jet. In addition, a Mach disk (M.D.) is presented
immediately above the three jet orifices which can be seen from
Fig. 7(d). This indicates that the injected jet is choked and hence,
the jet velocity at the outlet of the orifices is sonic. In fact, similar
flow features were also reported in [16–18] when a jet is continu-
ously injected into a supersonic freestream. Finally, similar to all
previous cases being studied, a reattachment shock (R.S.) appears
at the rear end of the active bump which deflects the flow down-
stream to become parallel to the freestream.
Fig. 7(e) shows the streamwise flow pattern of the active jet
bump with 2 bar total pressure jet blowing. Basically, the flow fea-
tures that shown over the bump remain similar to those shown in
the active jet bump with 1 bar total pressure jet blowing (Fig. 7(d)).
However, from Fig. 7(e), it can be seen that the shear layer (S.L.) is
pointing further downwards in the present case when 2 bar totalpressure jet is used compared to that when the total pressure of
the injected jet is 1 bar (Fig. 7(d)). This further indicated that the
blowing sonic jet in the bump valley could deflect the shear layer
downwards as well as implying that the shear layer angle changes
with the total pressure of the injected jet. Downstream of the
bump crest, a stronger jet induced shock (J.S.) and a more clearly
defined Mach disk (M.D.) are shown in the valley of the active jet
bump with 2 bar total pressure jet blowing (Fig. 7(e)) compared
to those shown when the jet total pressure is 1 bar (Fig. 7(d)).
The presence of the Mach disk suggests that the injected jet is
choked and the jet velocity leaving the outlet of the jet orifices is
sonic. Further increase in the total pressure of the injected jet from
2 to 4 bar does not cause significant changes in the flow pattern
over the active jet bump. From Fig. 7(f), it can be seen that when
the jet total pressure is 4 bar, the general flow pattern over the
bump remains similar to that shown in Fig. 7(d) and (e) when
the jet total pressure is 1 and 2 bar, respectively. The injected jet
remains choked and the jet velocity at the jet orifices remains
sonic. In the present case, the shear layer (S.L.) is pointing at an
angle similar to that shown in Fig. 7(e) when the blowing jet pres-
sure is 2 bar. However, in the bump valley, it can be seen that when
4 bar total pressure jet is used (Fig. 7(f)) the jet induced shock (J.S.)
and the Mach disk (M.D.) that formed become more clearly defined
than those shown when 1 (Fig. 7(d)) and 2 bar (Fig. 7(e)) total pres-
sure jet are used.
Fig. 8 shows the relation between the averaged jet induced
shock angle and the total pressure of the blowing jet measured
and averaged from 200 instantaneous Schlieren photography
images. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the jet induced shock angle
and therefore, the shock strength increases with increasing the
total pressure of the blowing jet of the active jet bump. In fact a
similar conclusion was also drawn by Ukai et al. [16]. It is deduced
that the jet becomes progressively more under-expanded and
hence, leads to the formation of progressively stronger jet induced
shock when the total pressure of the blowing jet is increased.
There is one point should be noted here is that the jet induced
shock angle shown in Fig. 8 indicates that the minimum jet
induced shock angle appears in the case when 1 bar total pressure
jet is injected into the freestream with the jet induced shock angle
equal to 37.6. Similarly, the maximum jet induced shock angle
occurs when the total pressure of the injected jet is 4 bar and its
angle is about 40. These angles are apparently smaller than the
Mach angle (l) of a Mach 1.3 freestream (M1) which is equal to
l = 50. There are two possible reasons to account for the occur-
rence of this phenomenon. Firstly, the jet induced shock angles
shown in Fig. 8 were measured with respect to the x-direction.
However, downstream of the bump crest, the freestream is actually
moving forwards and downwards. Therefore, the actual jet induced
shock angle with respect to the flow direction downstream of the
bump crest is larger than that angle shown in Fig. 8. Secondly,
the jet induced shock angle smaller than the Mach angle of a Mach
1.3 freestream also suggests that the local flow Mach number
above the boundary layer downstream of the bump crest (Mvalley)
is higher than Mach 1.3 (i.e. Mvalley > M1 > 1.3). This is reasonable
as expansion waves are presented around the bump crest of the
contour bump as seen in Fig. 8. This means that the flow is
expanded and accelerated along the bump crest and hence, the
local flow velocity around the bump crest is higher than the
upstream flow velocity. In addition, the flow expansion also
reduces the local static temperature of the flow around the bump
crest. In other words, the local speed of sound around the bump
crest region is reduced. The presence of the higher local flow veloc-
ity and the lower local speed of sound around the bump crest indi-
cate that the local flow Mach number (Mvalley) is higher than Mach
1.3. This explains why the jet induced shock angle could be swal-
lower than the Mach angle in a Mach 1.3 freestream.
Fig. 8. Variation of the jet induced shock angle with the total pressure of the
blowing jet.
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blowing sonic jet seems to exert certain effects in changing the
shear layer angle, this phenomenon could be quantitatively illus-
trated by measuring the averaged shear layer angle with respect
to the freestream direction of all contour bumps being studied.
The results of measurements obtained are shown in Fig. 9. It should
be noted that the averaged shear layer angles shown in Fig. 9 are
obtained by averaging 200 instantaneous Schlieren images for each
test case being studied.
From Fig. 9, it can be seen that the shear layer angle of the plain
bump, the passive jet bump and the active jet bump with no jet
blowing in the bump valley are similar which can be revealed by
observing the Schlieren images shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c) for these
three cases. The shear layer angle of the passive jet bump in fact
is marginally larger than that of the plain bump as shown in
Fig. 9. This indicates that the shear layer in the passive jet bump
points less downwards compared to the plain bump. Significant
changes in term of the shear layer angle appear when active jet
is blowing in the valley of the active jet bump. In general, from
Fig. 9, it can be seen that the shear layer angle decreases (i.e. the
shear layer points more downwards) with increasing the total
pressure of the blowing jet although the shear layer angle in fact
is marginally larger in the case when the jet total pressure is
4 bar than when it is 2 bar. The data shown in Fig. 9 further indi-
cated that the blowing sonic jet in the valley of the active jet bump
could deflect the shear layer downwards. In addition, these data
also confirmed that the shear layer angle is influenced by the total
pressure of the injected jet of the active jet bump.4.3. Two-component particle image velocimetry measurements
After showing the streamwise flow pattern over various
rounded contour bump being studied in the form of Schlieren
images, their corresponding velocity information measured from
the time-average two-component PIV measurements is presented
in this subsection. The time-averaged x-velocity contours along
the centreline of various rounded contour bumps being studied
are first shown in Fig. 10. In general, the x-velocity contours
upstream of the bump crest for all rounded contour bumps being
studied are similar as seen in Fig. 10. Since the compression waves
that formed at the front end of these rounded contour bumps are
weak in strength, therefore no significant x-velocity reduction
could be observed in Fig. 10(a)–(f) in all contour bumps being stud-
ied. Near the bump crest of the plain bump (Fig. 10(a)), passive jet
bump (Fig. 10(b)) and the active jet bump without jet blowing
(Fig. 10(c)), a region which shows relatively high x-velocity
appears due to the flow expansion effect caused by the expansionwaves that presented there. This indicates that a favourable pres-
sure gradient is presented around the bump crest (i.e. the region
between x/h > 5 and y/h > 0.76). To be exact, the flow remains
attached immediately downstream of the bump crest (i.e. x/H > 5
and 0.76 < y/H < 1) due to the presence of this favourable pressure
gradient. In those cases of the active jet bump with jet blowing in
the bump valley as seen in Fig. 10(d)–(f), the flow expansion leads
to the occurrence of a region that shows considerably high x-
velocity at and immediately downstream of the bump crest. How-
ever, immediately downstream of the first flow expansion region, a
small region that shows abrupt x-velocity reduction appears which
can be seen clearly from Fig. 10(d)–(f) when the total pressure of
the injected jet is 1, 2 and 4 bar, respectively. The occurrence of this
abrupt x-velocity reduction is caused by the jet induced shock. It is
interested to note that, from Fig. 10(d)–(f), it can be seen that the
size of this relatively low x-velocity region remains similar when
the blowing jet total pressure is progressively increased from 1
to 4 bar. Behind this low x-velocity region, the flow is expanded
and accelerated again and therefore, a second region of relatively
high x-velocity appears in the bump valley which can be seen in
Fig. 10(d)–(f) when 1, 2 and 4 bar total pressure jet is injected in
the valley of the active jet bump, respectively.
Completely different flow pattern is shown in and immediately
downstream of the bump valley of these rounded contour bumps.
For the plain bump (Fig. 10(a)), due to the occurrence of flow sep-
aration at the bump crest, a big recirculating flow region or the
wake region is formed in the bump valley. As already mentioned,
the flow along most part of the bump valley is subsonic (i.e. the
region between x/h > 5 and y/H < 0.76). Therefore, the flow decel-
erates along the concave shaped bump valley and therefore, an
adverse pressure gradient exists. The presence of this adverse pres-
sure gradient leads to the occurrence of the flow separation and the
formation of the wake region downstream of the bump crest [9].
Quantitatively, the normalised length and height of the wake
region of the plain bump are about 0.27 c and 0.093 c, respectively.
It should be noted that c is the length of the contour bump which is
75 mm. In addition, qualitatively, it can be seen from Fig. 10(a) that
strong reverse flow appears in the wake region which indicates
that flow recirculation within the wake region of the plain bump
is considerably strong. Similar flow pattern appears in the valley
of the passive jet bump shown in Fig. 10(b). A considerably large
wake region is formed downstream of the bump crest of the pas-
sive jet bump and its normalised length and height are 0.27 c
and 0.1 c, respectively. In other words, the size of the wake region
of the passive jet bump is marginally larger than that shown in the
plain bump. However, qualitatively, weaker reverse flow appears
in the wake region of the passive jet bump (Fig. 10(b)) compared
to that of the plain bump (Fig. 10(a)). This implied that although
the size of the wake region could not be reduced by using passive
by-pass jet in the bump valley, the passive jet could weaken the
recirculating flow in the wake region.
In the case of the active jet bump without jet blowing (Fig. 10
(c)), the size and strength of the reverse flow in the wake region
is similar to those shown in the wake region of the plain bump
(Fig. 10(a)). In fact, in this case, the normalised length and height
of the wake region are 0.27 c and 0.094 c, respectively which are
almost identical to the size of the wake region of the plain bump.
This is expected as the active jet bump could be treated as a plain
bump when no jet is blowing in the bump valley. Changes start to
appear in the wake region when continuous jet is blowing in the
valley of the active jet bump. In the case when the jet total pressure
is 1 bar (Fig. 10(d)), qualitatively, it can be seen from Fig. 10(d) that
the size of the wake region remains similar to that shown in the
plain bump (Fig. 10(a)) and the active jet bump without jet blow-
ing (Fig. 10(c)). Quantitatively, the normalised length and height of
the wake region in this case are 0.27 c and 0.09 c, respectively.
Fig. 9. Shear layer angle of various rounded contour bumps being studied.
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bump and the active jet bump without jet blowing. Although the
1 bar blowing jet of the active jet bump seems unable to reduce
the wake size, it can be seen from Fig. 10(d) that the strength of
the reverse flow in the wake region is significantly reduced. This
indicated that the blowing jet in the bump valley could reduce
the strength of the recirculating flow that presented in the wake
region.
Dramatic changes appear in the active jet bump when the blow-
ing jet total pressure is 2 bar (Fig. 10(e)). In this case, the size of the
re-circulating flow region in the bump valley becomes significantly
smaller than that shown in the active jet bump without jet blowing
(Fig. 10(c)) and when the jet total pressure is 1 bar (Fig. 10(d)).
Quantitatively, the normalised length and height of the wake
region in this case are 0.14 c and 0.004 c, respectively. This means
that compared to the wake region of the plain bump, the recircu-
lating flow region of the active jet bump with 2 bar total pressure
jet blowing in the bump valley is approximately 77% smaller. In
addition, basically no reverse flow appears in the wake region in
this case when 2 bar total pressure jet is blowing in the bump val-
ley (Fig. 10(e)). In fact, similar phenomena could also be observed
in the active jet bump when the jet total pressure is increased to
4 bar. From Fig. 10(f), similar to the case when the total pressure
of the injected jet is 2 bar, nearly no reverse flow is shown in the
wake region of the bump. However, it is interested to note here
that the size of the wake region in this case (i.e. 4 bar total pressure
jet blowing in the bump valley) is slightly larger than that when
2 bar total pressure jet is injected. Quantitatively, the normalised
length and height of the wake region in the present case are
0.18 c and 0.08 c, respectively. Therefore, the size of the wake
region in this case when 4 bar total pressure jet is used is about
42% smaller than that of the plain bump (Fig. 10(a)) and the active
jet bump without jet blowing (Fig. 10(c)). The data obtained from
the PIV measurements for the active jet bump with 2 and 4 bar
total pressure jet blowing indicate that the continuous blowing
jet could effectively reduce the size and the strength of the recircu-
lating flow region that presented in the valley of the rounded con-
tour bumps.
In fact, the flow characteristics in the wake region of all contour
bumps being studied could be further investigated by plotting the
x-velocity profiles at various normalised x-locations (x/h) ranging
from 6 < x/h < 9 along the wake region of the bumps and the plot
is shown in Fig. 11. It should be noted that the variable h inFig. 11 is the apex bump height which is 10 mm. There are several
trends regarding the size and strength of the wake region could be
observed from Fig. 11(a)–(d). Firstly, the wake region of the active
jet bump with 2 and 4 bar total pressure jet blowing in the bump
valley is much narrower than any other rounded contour bump
being studied. This can be revealed from Fig. 11(a)–(d) that the
regions which show negative or low x-velocity in these two cases
are always smaller than any other contour bumps being studied.
Secondly, in terms of the strength of the wake region, from
Fig. 11(a)–(d), it can be seen that in the region between 6 < x/
h < 9 the x-velocity of the flow is always higher in the cases when
2 and 4 bar total pressure jet is blowing in the valley of the active
jet bump than that of any other contour bumps being studied. In
fact, it can be seen that at the normalised x-locations x/h = 6
(Fig. 11(a)) and x/h = 7 (Fig. 11(b)) the strongest reverse flow
appears in the wake region (i.e. the region between 0 < y/
h < 0.76) of the plain bump, followed by the active jet bump with-
out jet blowing. These results confirmed that considerably strong
wake regions are formed downstream of the bump crest in these
two bumps.
In contrast, the reverse flow that appears in the wake region of
the passive jet bump and the active jet bump with jet blowing in
the bump valley is always weaker than that shown in the plain
bump and the active jet bump without jet blowing. In fact, from
Fig. 11(a), it is clear that at the normalised x-location x/h = 6, the
x-velocity in the wake region, i.e. the region between
0 < y/h < 0.8, is the highest when 2 bar total pressure jet is blowing,
followed by 4 and 1 bar total pressure jet blowing in the valley of
the active jet bump. It is interested to note here that at the nor-
malised x-location x/h = 6 (Fig. 11(a)), the x-velocity in the wake
region of the passive jet bump is slightly higher than that of the
active jet bump with 1 bar jet blowing in the bump valley. This
means that the passive by-pass jet in the passive jet bump exerts
stronger effect in reducing the strength of the reverse flow in the
wake region than that caused by the injection of the 1 bar total
pressure jet in the valley of the active jet bump at x/h = 6. In
contrast, at the normalised x-location x/h = 7 (Fig. 11(b)), the
x-velocity in the wake region of the passive jet bump becomes sim-
ilar to that of the plain bump and the active jet bump without jet
blowing. This indicates that the passive by-pass jet in the passive
jet bump provides very little influence in affecting the wake flow
at any normalised location downstream of x/h = 6. In addition,
from Fig. 11(b), it can be seen that at the normalised location
Fig. 10. The x-velocity contours along the centreline of (a) Plain bump, (b) passive jet bump, (c) active jet bump with no jet blowing, (d) to (f) active jet bump with 1, 2 and
4 bar total pressure sonic jet blowing in the bump valley, respectively.
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the highest when 2 bar total pressure jet is blowing in the bump
valley, followed by the injection of the 4 and 1 bar total pressure
jet. In fact, no or only weak reverse flow appears in the wake region
of the active jet bump at this normalised x-location when 2 and
4 bar total pressure jet is blowing in the bump valley.
To summarise the results shown in Figs. 10 and 11, it is clear
that the size and strength of the wake region of the rounded con-
tour bumps could be reduced by blowing jet in the bump valley. It
is observed that blowing active jet with 2 bar jet total pressure
shows the highest effectiveness in achieving wake flow control fol-
lowed by injecting 4 and 1 bar total pressure jet. Passive by-pass
jet could only influence the strength of the reverse flow in the
wake region near the location where the jet orifices are situated.It is deduced that the blowing jet, either active or passive, increases
the momentum of the flow in the wake region. As a result, flow
reversal in the wake region is more difficult to happen when jet
is injected in the valley of the contour bump.
For the size reduction effect of the wake region, a hypothesis is
made here in attempt to relate the influence of the active blowing
jet in the bump valley with the flow pattern downstream of the
bump crest of the active jet bump. In fact, by observing Fig. 10
(c), an interesting phenomenon can be observed when the 2 bar
total pressure jet is blowing in the valley of the active jet bump.
As previously mentioned that a small region which shows abrupt
x-velocity reduction appears immediately downstream of the
bump crest caused by the presence of the jet induced shock there.
A closer examination to that small region reveals that the flow in
Fig. 11. The x-velocity profiles of different rounded contour bumps being studied measured at the normalised locations: (a) x/h = 6, (b) x/h = 7, (c) x/h = 8 and (d) x/h = 9 in
the wake region.
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induced shock. To be exact, it is deduced that the flow downstream
of the bump crest of the active jet bump with 2 bar total pressure
jet blowing shows stronger downwards motion than that shown
along the valley of the plain bump (Fig. 10(a)). Therefore, the sep-
arated flow downstream of the bump crest is quickly reattached in
the present case when 2 bar total pressure jet is injected in the
bump valley. As a result, only a small wake region is formed down-
stream of the bump crest in the present case. In fact, similar but
weaker shear layer deflection pattern could also be observed when
1 and 4 bar total pressure jet is blowing in the valley of the active
jet bump shown in Fig. 10(d) and (f), respectively. This explains
why the wake region is the smallest when 2 bar total pressure
jet is blowing in the valley of the active jet bump compared to
the size of the wake region that presented in any other rounded
contour bumps being studied.
In fact, the hypothesis made here to explain the formation of
the smaller recirculating flow region in the bump valley with
active jet injected into the flow field is supported by consideringthe time-averaged y-velocity contours of different contour bumps
being studied as shown in Fig. 12.
The time-averaged y-velocity contour of the plain bump is
shown in Fig. 12(a). The presence of the ramp-shaped front surface
of the plain bump means that strong upwards flow movement
appears upstream of the bump crest. Therefore, a region that
shows high positive y-velocity occurs along the front face of the
plain bump as seen in Fig. 12(a). At the bump crest, the expansion
waves that present there progressively changes the flow direction
from upwards to slightly downwards. Therefore, the flow immedi-
ately downstream of the bump crest shows moderate level of
downwards motion. However, due to the continuous flow com-
pression effect along the concave-shaped bump valley, another
region that shows strong upwards flowmotion appears at the mid-
dle of the bump valley. The presence of this upward flow move-
ment region delays the reattachment of the separated flow
downstream of the bump crest. This explains why a large wake
region is shown downstream of the bump crest of the plain bump.
Similar time-averaged y-velocity contours could also be observed
Fig. 12. The y-velocity contours along the centreline of (a) Plain bump, (b) passive jet bump, (c) active jet bump with no jet blowing, (d) to (f) active jet bump with 1, 2 and
4 bar total pressure sonic jet blowing in the bump valley, respectively.
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out jet blowing employed (Fig. 12(c)) although in the former case
the strength of the positive y-velocity region at the middle of the
bump valley is slightly weaker.
Dramatic changes appear when jet is blowing in the valley of
the active jet bump as shown in Fig. 12(d)–(f). Firstly, from
Fig. 12(d)–(f), it can be seen that when active jet is blowing in
the bump valley, the region that shows strong upwards flow
motion downstream of the bump crest is shifted from the middle
of the bump valley as in the case of the plain bump (Fig. 12(a))
to somewhere downstream of the rear end of the bump. Secondly,
from Fig. 12(e), it can be seen that two considerably large regionsthat show highly negative y-velocity appear along the valley of the
active jet bump when 2 bar total pressure jet is injected. This indi-
cated that the flow downstream of the bump crest shows strong
downwards motion in this case. This supports the hypothesis made
earlier that the flow was deflected downwards by the jet induced
shock and it explains why the smallest recirculating flow region
is formed downstream of the bump crest when 2 bar total pressure
jet is injected in the valley of the active jet bump. In fact, a similar
region that shows considerably strong downwards flow movement
is also shown immediately downstream of the bump valley in the
case when the total pressure of the blowing jet is 4 bar (Fig. 12(f)).
However, the size and strength of this strong downwards flow
242 K.H. Lo, K. Kontis / Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science 80 (2017) 228–243motion region in this case is smaller and weaker than that shown
when 2 bar total pressure jet is used. This explains why the size of
the wake region that formed when 4 bar total pressure jet is
injected is slightly larger than that when 2 bar total pressure jet
is injected in the valley of the active jet bump. Nevertheless, the
results shown in Fig. 12 indicate that the jet induced shock that
present in the valley of the active jet bump when jet is injected
in the bump valley deflects the flow downwards so that a smaller
recirculating flow region is formed in the bump valley.5. Conclusions
An experimental study has been conducted to investigate the
flow pattern over various three-dimensional rounded contour
bumps in a Mach 1.3 supersonic freestream using an in-draft
supersonic wind tunnel. Totally three rounded contour bumps
known as the plain bump, the passive jet bump and the active
jet bump, were used. In the active jet bump sonic jet with total
pressure ranging from 0 to 4 bar was injected continuously in the
bump valley in attempt to achieve flow control downstream of
the bump crest. Surface oil flow visualisation, Schlieren photogra-
phy technique and two-component time-averaged particle image
velocimetry measurements were used for flow diagnostics.
Experimental data showed that when the Mach 1.3 freestream
flew over the baseline plain bump, the occurrence of flow separa-
tion downstream of the bump crest led to the formation of a large
wake region downstream. In addition, the presence of this low
pressure wake region attracted the flow around the bump from
the two sides to flow into and circulated in the bump valley. As a
result, two large spanwise counter-rotating vortices were formed
in the bump valley. It was concluded that the general spanwise
flow pattern over the plain bump in a Mach 1.3 freestream is sim-
ilar to that shown when a Mach 1.9 supersonic freestream is used.
However, it was observed that the size of the spanwise vortices
that formed in the present case was larger than those shown in a
Mach 1.9 freestream.
For the effects of the passive by-pass jet in achieving flow con-
trol in the passive jet bump, it was shown in the surface oil flow
visualisation image that the passive jet could distort the spanwise
vortices that formed in the bump valley. The spanwise vortices that
present in the valley of the passive jet bump were highly diffused
although their sizes were similar to those shown in the plain
bump. It was concluded that the passive by-pass jet could exert
certain effect in distorting the vortex cores of the spanwise vor-
tices. In contrast, the passive by-pass jet blowing in the valley of
the passive jet bump could not reduce the size of the wake region
that formed downstream of the bump crest although it could
reduce the strength of the reverse flow in the wake region at the
normalised x-location x/h = 6. However, it was observed that this
reverse flow weakening effect diminished quickly and basically
showed no effect at any normalised x-location from x/h = 7
onwards.
In the active jet bump, the experimental data obtained show
that when no jet is blowing in the bump valley, the spanwise
and streamwise flow pattern appeared over the bump were similar
to those shown in the plain bump. In fact, the sizes of the wake
region and the spanwise vortices that formed in the valley of the
active jet bump without jet blowing employed were resembled
to those shown in the plain bump. Therefore, it is concluded that
the active jet bump could be considered as a plain bump when
no jet is blowing in the valley of the bump. Changes started to
appear in term of the spanwise flow pattern over the active jet
bump when jet is blowing in the bump valley. In general, it was
observed that the blowing jet could always distort the spanwise
vortices that formed in the bump valley. In addition, it was foundthat the size of the spanwise vortices could also be reduced by
the blowing jet when the jet total pressure is set to 2 bar or above.
It was concluded that the smallest spanwise vortices were formed
when 2 bar total pressure jet was injected into the flow field. It is
believed that the blowing jet in the valley of the active jet bump
increased the local pressure level around the centre portion of
the bump valley. Therefore, less flow from the two sides of the
bump was attracted to circulate in the bump valley and conse-
quently led to the formation of the smaller spanwise vortices. It
is deduced that, in general, the injection of high total pressure jet
exhibits influence to a greater area in the bump valley. As a result,
in general, the size of the spanwise vortices that formed in the val-
ley of the active jet bump decreases with increasing the total pres-
sure of the injected jet.
For the streamwise flow pattern over the active jet bump with
jet blowing in the bump valley, from the Schlieren photography
images obtained, it was observed that the incoming flow down-
stream of the bump crest interacted with the injected jet and led
to the formation of the jet induced shock in the bump valley. The
strength of the jet induced shock, in general, increased with
increasing the total pressure of the blowing jet. In addition, it
was observed that the jet induced shock could deflect the shear
layer downwards and hence, reduce the size of the wake region
that shown downstream of the bump crest. It was concluded that
the shear layer pointed the most downwards when 2 bar total
pressure jet was injected in the valley of the active jet bump, fol-
lowed by the case when total pressure of the jet was 4 bar. In fact,
the data obtained from the particle image velocimetry measure-
ments concluded that the blowing jet in the valley of the active
jet bump could reduce the size and strength of the wake region.
It was found that this flow separation control measure is the most
effective when the total pressure of the blowing jet is 2 bar, fol-
lowed by 4 bar. It is clear that in these two cases, the size of the
wake region and the strength of the reverse flow in the wake
region were significantly reduced by the effect of the injected jet.
It is deduced that the blowing jet increases the momentum of
the flow and hence flow reversal becomes more difficult to occur
in the wake region particularly when blowing jet with high total
pressure is injected.
Finally, a hypothesis was proposed in attempt to explain the
relation between the size of the wake region that formed in the
bump valley of the active jet bump and the total pressure of
the blowing jet. It was observed that the jet induced shock that
presented in the bump valley defected the flow downstream of
the bump crest downwards. As a result, the separated flow down-
stream of the bump crest of the active jet bump was quickly
re-attached and hence, a smaller wake region was formed in those
cases when jet was injected in the valley of the active jet bump.Author contributions
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